As the development of economic today, Bank business deeply integrates into our lives. Thousands of transactions generate the large amounts of data. Traditional bank customer management system simply classifies and counts these data, and the system is deficient in customer relationship management. However, the social network model can provide the influence between the bank customers for the bank. In this paper, we construct a social network by calculating the relationship between bank customers. In order to explore how bank customers in the bank customer network affect each other, we use three indicators: the average path length L, clustering coefficient C and degree distribution p (x) to conduct a comprehensive analysis. Consequently, we find that there evidently exist influential customers in this network.
Introduction
With the progress of financial science and technology, a large number of efficient computer application systems arise at the historic moment. Those applications are used in bank business widely, which greatly improves the service quality, and benefits for the efficiency and quality of service processing [1] - [5] . In the meantime, the rapid developments of information technology and cyber economy cause the strong business competition of bank. The scale advantage formed by expansion of financial organization is fading away. The development of bank is turning from pursuing scale advantage into digging customer advantage, and provides the different service and production to different customers [6] - [9] . Therefore, how to determine the influence and importance of customer and identify the value of customer become the core issues. The effective method and the theory to dis-tinguish the customer have become the key factor that bank generates profit and promotes the nuclear competitive power. As the increasing sophistication of the research method, social network analysis has caused wide public concern in many research fields over the recent years. It proffers a new research method for bank customer management [10] - [12] .
Assumptions and Conventions

Assumptions
In order to ensure the effective operation of our model, we made the following assumptions:
• The customer does not have any financial misconduct.
• The influence of each customer in the social network is equivalent.
• Each customer made the same influence to any of the other customers.
• The relationship between the influence of the customer and the frequency of his cooperation with Bank is linear.
Conventions
In our social network model, we made the following conventions:
• The average path length L is the mean value of he path length in the network between any pair of nodes.
• Clustering coefficient C i . It describes the network connection nodes in the network between neighboring nodes connected to measure the likelihood of any one of the network nodes. In other words, it is the ratio that neighboring nodes are actually connected to edges and the theoretical side edges.
• Degree of node degree distribution p (k) as the probability of node k. That is the number of nodes of degree k appears with the number of nodes in all degrees appeared ratio.
• Degree centrality C D . By calculating the point of the degree, makes clear who is the central character in the team, that is, who is the most powerful and influential person in the team. We use the number of contact to indicate the degree of the nodes, for node = a i , the degree of the nodes = d (a i ).
• Degree centrality with the weights C w (a i ). Sow i is made to serve as the weights of the node a i considering the influence by the weights of the direct link node of a i upon a i .
Social Network Analysis of Bank Customer
Establish the Model
Studying social network of bank customer, namely the establishment of the social network model of the relationship (hereinafter referred to as social network model). In order to establish the social network model, we need to get all inter-linked customer with a known customer named Li. Those customers who are not directly connected with Li should be excluded from the model. In addition, because of their influence can be ignored, customers who are not connected with most of the customers (secondary customers of connected components) should also be excluded from the model. The above approach, simplifying the model won't have much impact on the results. Finally, the remaining customers are sorted in alphabetical order numbers. Steps are as follows:
Step 1: Importing data.
Step 2: Delete customers who are not directly connected with Li.
Step 3: Get the link between the customers (not including Li).
Step 4: Keep the main branch connectivity (Delete the secondary branch connectivity).
Step 5: The customers are sorted in alphabetical number.
Step 6: Draw network diagrams (Shown in Figure 1 ). The data of bank records have two types (Shown in Table 1 and Table 2 ), one is the transfer records, and the other is loan records. Those two types of records contain the information about the relationship between the bank customers.
To build a social network for analysis, we select the characteristic attributes of several networks as following sections:
Average Path Length
Two nodes of the path length between i and j in the network l ij is defined as the number of edges connected to the shortest path between two nodes on. The average path length L is the mean of path length the network between any pair of nodes, which is calculated as follows:
The average length determines the size of the effective cable network, which reflects the average degree of separation of the network, describes the randomness and dynamics of the network, indicating that the new information and the fastest dissemination speed of relationship between two customers [13] . The longer the shortest path between two customers is, the slower relationship transmission speed will be and the lower the rate of relationship acquisition will be accordingly, but for shorter-distance networks, the network connection will be relatively stronger with a stronger stability.
Clustering Coefficient
Clustering coefficient describes the network connection nodes in the network between neighboring nodes connected to measure the likelihood of any one of the network nodes. In other words, it is the ratio that neighboring nodes are actually connected to edges and the theoretical side edges [14] [15] . Briefly, the friend of a friend is the probability of your friend. Clustering coefficient C i of node i describes the connection between the nodes in the network directly connected to the node, which can be defined as: To account for all possible number of edges in the ratio of the number of edges between nodes directly adjacent to the existing I, for edges = k i (k i − 1)/2, we get:
Thus, clustering coefficient of the entire network refers to the arithmetic mean of all nodes' clustering coefficients, we get:
In the above formula, N is the number of nodes in the network. The average clustering coefficient is an important global indicator in a complex network. Obviously,
. When C = 0, all nodes are isolated points. When C = 1, the network between any two nodes is directly connected.
Degree Distribution
The node of degree distribution is an important statistical property for network. A node is the number of other nodes directly connected to the node. We define the degree of node degree distribution p (k) as the probability of node k. It reflects the complexity of the network connection between nodes and edges, and it is the overall description of the nature of the network.
Results and Analysis
Obtained by calculation:
The number of nodes of the network is 508, the average path length is 4.3, and the clustering coefficient is 0.05. Figure 2 shows that the formula of degree distribution for the p (k) = 0.27k -0.88 is a power law distribution. This network has 508 nodes, and the average path length is 4.3, which shows that the customers' relationship is close. The clustering coefficient is only 0.05, indicating that the direct relationship shows the evacuation among the authors. Viewed from above data we find that the relationship between these network customers is primarily indirect. It means only few customers maintain the overall relationship of the network, that is to say, they may have greater influence in the network. By observing the degree distribution and based on the characteristics of power law distribution we finally get this conclusion.
Centrality Analysis of Social Network Model
Centrality is one of the main analysis indicators of social network analysis methods. Researchers often use degree centrality (C D ) to check the actors' position in the network, which, to some extent, tells whether the actors are important or not and measures their superiority and social status and reputation [16] [17] .
Degree centrality, by calculating the point of the degree, makes clear who is the central character in the team, that is, who is the most powerful and influential person in the team. If a point is directly connected with a number of other points, it will have a higher C D . In other words, this point will be in the center of the network, being closer to the other actors in the network. We use the number of contact to indicate the degree of the nodes, for node = a i , the degree of the nodes = d (a i ), we get:
In the above formula: N = total network journals (node); N − 1 = the maximum degree of any node. While measuring the degree centrality on the basis of the node degree, we should note that this measurement does not take the information known to the node itself into consideration, which may affect the validity of the conclusions. Therefore, we improve the degree centrality, adding the concept of node weights to it.
In practice, the influence of a person (nodes) in social networks depends not only on the number of his or her friends in the network (degrees), also his or her personal capacity (weights) largely. In addition, it may be affected by his or her capacity of direct contact with others, or even may be affected by those are in indirect con- So, w i is made to serve as the weights of the node a i considering the influence by the weights of the direct link node a i of upon a i . Modifying the Formula (4), we get:
In the Formula (5): C w (a i ) is the weights that have a direct link between a i and the node set. w ij and a i are directly connected with the right node weight a ij . m is degree of a i .
Conclusions
Social network analysis has been an important part of social studies. Social network analysis methods employed by this paper to conduct customers' network analysis from the average path length, the clustering coefficient, the centrality and the calculation method are hereby improved. Meantime, this paper puts forward weighting centrality, providing a brand-new perspective for customers' network analysis. As the data used this paper are accurate and easy to obtain, it guarantees the accuracy of the model to some extent. Our model effectively achieves all of the goals we have set initially. It is fast and can handle large quantities of data. The main advantage of our model is that it has great flexibility, and its calculation method is simple, easy to be spread to other areas and fields.
While our approaches and models can extend and expand the results, there remain several types of weaknesses in our models:
Some special data can't be found, so we have to do some proper assumptions before the solution is found for our models. A more abundant data resource can guarantee a better result in our models.
